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The European University
Institute (EUI) and the 
Historical Archives of the 
European Union (HAEU)

• The EUI was founded in 1972 with the mission to
“foster the advancement of learning in fields 
which are of particular interest for the 
development of Europe”.

• Doctoral and post-doctoral research in human and 
social sciences: Departments of History, Law, 
Economics, Social and Political Sciences, School
of Transnational Governance.

• The HAEU opened to the public in 1986: they
hold institutional and non-institutional archives 
on European integration (more than 270 fonds).
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From a History of 
European integration…

• The expression “European integration” implies a 
work in progress towards a consistent goal, the 
integration of Europe.

• First historical accounts of European integration 
(1970s): path towards the political integration of 
European Nation-States.

• Revision by Alan S. Milward (1992): The European 
rescue of the Nation-State (focus on economics).

• General focus on institutions and political elites 
(narrative of Founding Fathers).
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… to an Integrated 
History of Europe

• From institutional to non-institutional
actors; from a top-down to a bottom-up 
approach.

• Targets: civil society associations, banks 
and businesses, trade unions, consumers, 
non-governmental organizations, social, 
cultural and political networks.

• The institutional and political process of 
European integration is just one of the 
factors that characterised the last 70 years
of European history.

• European integration and dis-integration.
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Research Perspectives –
1. Consumer History

• Project running at Utrecht University (PI Liesbeth van de 
Grift): «Consumers on the March: Civic Activism and 
Political Representation in Europe, from the 1960s to 
1990s» 

• Research hypothesis: from the 1960s, individual consumers 
became the new focus of European policymakers. 

• European institutions and organisations constructed, 
negotiated and protected the consumer interest.

• Sources: archive of the Bureau Européen des Unions de 
Consommateurs (BEUC), established in 1962.

5Credits: HAEU, NDG-7-263.



Research Perspectives –
2. Cultural diplomacy

• Sources: archive of the Société Européenne de 
Culture (SEC).

• SEC was established in 1950 by Italian intellectual 
Umberto Campagnolo, with the goal to foster 
dialogue between intellectuals on opposite sides of 
the Iron Curtain, by upholding the founding values of 
European civilization.

• SEC network: philosophers (Theodor Adorno, 
Norberto Bobbio, Benedetto Croce, Gyorgy Lukács), 
artists (Marc Chagall), authors (Ilya Ehrenburg and 
Jean-Paul Sartre), historians (Arnold Toynbee).

• Cultural diplomacy within and around the European 
Communities.

6Credits: HAEU, SEC-2609.



Research perspectives –
3. Banks and 
environmental protection

• Research question: how did economic and 
financial actors address environmental protection?

• A specific feature of the European Communities 
was the link between environmental and market 
objectives: the development of an environmental 
policy had to be reconciled with economic 
growth.

• Sources: archive of the European Investment 
Bank (EIB)

• Findings: role of societal actors (environmental 
NGOs) in affecting a change of the EIB’s 
strategy, internal organization and procedures.

7Credits: EIB, Stahlwerke Sudwestfalen 1973



Interdisciplinary 
challenges at the HAEU

• International relations: EU’s role in the 
world.

• Political science: political groups in the 
European Parliament.

• Economy: history of banks and businesses; 
Economic and Monetary Union.

• Law: role of the Court of Justice of the 
European Union in European integration



Alcide De Gasperi 
(1881-1954): an 
Intellectual Biography

• Sources: published speeches and 
writings; selective use of his personal 
archive, held at the HAEU.

• De Gasperi was born in 1881 in a little 
village in Trentino (now in Italy, at the 
time in the Austro-Hungarian empire).

• Catholic activist, journalist and local 
politician. After 1919 member and later 
secretary of the Italian Popular Party.

• Internal exile during Fascism: journalist 
for a Vatican magazine.

• After World War II: Italian Prime 
Minister from 1945 until 1953.

Credits: HAEU, ME-1549



De Gasperi, Italy and Europe / 1

• De Gasperi was a European man for biographical and cultural 
reasons: born at the crossroads between Italy and Mitteleuropa, he 
was part of a generation accustomed to think in European terms.

• Catholic background: tendency to look beyond national borders, 
and familiarity with the experiences of European Catholic 
movements.

• At the same time, he had a strong sense of national identity: 
national and international community should be based on the 
same principles (peace, protection of the human being, 
democracy, solidarity).

• De Gasperi was not an early European federalist, and until the 
early 1950s he did not commit for a specific political option.
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“A "Declaration of the rights and 

duties of the Nation" shall 

reconcile nation and humankind, 

liberty and international solidarity. 

The principle of self-determination 

will be recognized for all peoples, 

but they will have to accept 

limitations of their state 

sovereignty in favor of a wider 

solidarity among free peoples. 

Confederal bodies with continental 

and intercontinental ties will 

therefore have to be promoted.

[Idee ricostruttive della Democrazia Cristiana, 

1943]

”



De Gasperi, Italy and Europe / 2

• Convergence between European integration and Italian national 
interests: a closer integration between European Nation-States 
was beneficial for the structure of Italian economy (export-led, 
and with an excess of workforce).

• Principles and interests were aligned in advocating for a form of 
European unification, which in De Gasperi’s view was a historical 
necessity.
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“Of this European association, federation or 

union of states, in short European activity, 

which becomes no longer a dream but a more 

or less quickly attainable goal, I don't know 

how much our generation will be able to 

achieve; but it is certain that we are walking 

towards it. And this goal is a destiny, it is an 

inevitable necessity to which we will have to 

submit. […]

I will also say that if there is a movement that 

corresponds to our interests, it is precisely 

this that prepares the expansion of the Italian 

people, because we do not fit within the 

borders. We absolutely have to go outside.

[Speech to the Institute for External Trade, 9 June 1949]

”



Towards a federal 
Europe: 1951-1952 

• The discussion on the European Defence Community 
(EDC) was the moment when De Gasperi pressed for an 
accelleration of the integration process: the goal became a 
political federation, where the European peoples could be 
democratically represented.

• Speech to the Assembly of the Council of Europe, 10 
December 1951: «it is true that each of us has, in his own 
country, problems by which he is on every side beset; it is 
true, too, that some of us might prefer to carry on this work 
in other and easier spheres; but every one of us feels that 
this is an opportunity which will never return. It must be 
seized and given its logical place in history.” 

• Public speeches and private meetings: De Gasperi’s
negotiations at the meeting of Foreign Ministers in 
Strasbourg on 11 December 1951, for the inclusion of the 
reference to a political community in the EDC Treaty.

Credits: HAEU, PSP 471 – Photo: Unknown.

From left to right: Robert SCHUMAN, Alcide de GASPERI, Dirk 

STIKKER, Paul VAN ZEELAND, Konrad ADENAUER and Joseph 

BECH. 



Successes and failures of a «Founding Father»

History shows that the beginnings of any
supranational aggregate are always modest: dictated
by a defensive need that brings together peoples
already linked by close economic, historical and
cultural ties. […]

However, the progress of a European mentality must
go hand in hand with the strengthening and increase in
power of the federal institutions. Supranational
institutions would be insufficient and would risk
becoming a training ground for competitions of
particular interests, if the men in charge of them did
not feel they were the representatives of higher and
European interests. Without the formation of this
European mentality, each of our formulas risks
remaining an empty juridical abstraction.

[Speech for the acceptance of the Charlemagne Prize, Aachen, 24 September 1952]
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• De Gasperi’s federalism grew out of practical, historical 

conditions. 

• Narrative of «Founding Fathers»: risk of creating a 

(paternalistic) mythology, which does not account for 

historical nuances (also EU institutions would rather talk 

of EU pioneers).

• The EDC Treaty was rejected by the French Assembly, 

but it was also never ratified by Italian Parliament.

• Letter to DC Secretary Amintore Fanfani, 19 August 

1954: “I think that the cause of the EDC is lost and any 

beginning of a European Union has been delayed of 

several decades”.

“Let's talk, write, and persist; let's not skip a beat: let Europe remain the topic of the day”

[Speech to the European Roundtable, 13 October 1953]

“

”



THANK YOU.
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